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DAVID LEDERER, Madness, Religion and the State in Early Modern
Europe: A Bavarian Beacon, New Studies in European History (Cam -
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), xx + 361 pp. ISBN 0 521
85347 8. £50.00 ($90.00)

For a number of years David Lederer has been among those scholars
who have contributed to discussions about the extent of mental ill-
ness, suffering, and suicides in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies. In his book Madness, Religion and the State he presents a study
of the Bavarian lands in which he quantitatively and qualitatively
assesses the extent of afflictions and chances of care for the mentally
ill between 1579 and 1679. In particular, he aims ‘to identify spiritual
physic as a coherent set of practices, highlighting the lives of the
afflicted, their neighbors and kin, the ideologies of healers and the
learned elite, as well as the political problems facing local and central
authorities’ (p. 40). He fully achieves this aim because his study offers
precise historical contextualization. Along the way, Lederer intro-
duces his readers to such complex subjects as insanity, religion, and
the problems involved in the construction of the pre-modern state by
linking them to spiritual physic. 

Pre-modern society had a wide vocabulary for what is nowadays
known as ‘folly’, ‘madness’, or ‘insanity’. This wealth of linguistic de -
scriptions already indicates the subject’s complexity. Language
always reflects the cultural experience of distinctive phenomena that
it classifies and categorizes. In his book Lederer looks at a variety of
afflictions ranging from small affective disorders to suicidal despair
and demonic possession. The central subject of his study, however, is
a special form of treatment, ‘spiritual physic’, which presents partic-
ular problems with regard to sources. Lederer points out that inner
suffering can be analysed only if sources originating from the treat-
ment of these sufferers by others exist. Taken together with the lack
of a precise terminology, the different treatments explain the multi-
layered nature of the term ‘spiritual physic’, which can roughly be
translated into German as ‘geistig-seelische Heilkunde’. In addition,
however, the term signifies a particular form of institutionalized
treatment of the mentally ill, namely, one that was organized differ-
ently from the treatments of mainstream medicine and followed dif-
ferent rules. From the early modern point of view spiritual physic
was nothing more nor less than animi consolatio. And, finally, because
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of the cultural predominance of the clergy, spiritual physic was also
intended to console people and offer moral advice for the self-
improvement of the faithful in a period commonly perceived as an
age of crisis. Lederer approaches this latter aspect by taking auricu-
lar confession as an example (ch. 2). In particular, spiritual physic’s
purpose of consolation and the varied fields of its application help us
to understand why pre-modern society retained spiritual physic until
the end of the eighteenth century and beyond, and why there was
such a demand for different forms of spiritual physic and soul reme-
dies. 

Lederer’s book is divided into seven chapters and contains nine-
teen plates, two figures (illustrating, for example, the administration
of public health in seventeenth-century Bavaria), two maps, and
seven tables. A useful index facilitates the finding of central terms
and places. All in all 2,000 individual cases serve as the empirical
basis for this study. In the first chapter, ‘On the Soul’, Lederer starts
by analysing the roots, central ideas, and guiding principles of early
modern psychology. He deals with classical sources (for example,
Galen’s humoural pathology and Aristotle’s faculty psychology that
was important for the instruction of Jesuits) as well as moral theolo-
gy and its impact on the holistic model of early modern psychology,
which assumed that ‘salvation actualized justified human existence
on both the material and the spiritual levels’ (p. 24). Both Christian
and pagan ideas were predicated on a concept of moral psychology
that saw the cognition of sin (cognitio peccati) and human guilt as the
preconditions for any mental health care. Sin represented a deficien-
cy in Christianity and was considered an essential cause of disease.
Regardless of whether the modern observer considers pre-modern
psychology as meaningful or not, Lederer emphasizes its vast impor-
tance in the everyday life of pre-modern society. This becomes clear,
in particular, when one considers the demand for the variety of meth-
ods of spiritual physic on offer then.

The second chapter, ‘Sackcloth and Ashes’, describes the rituals of
confessional inclusion and exclusion in post-Tridentine Bavaria.
Above all, Lederer highlights the perspective of the authorities,
focusing on the Wittelsbach dynasty and Jesuit advisers at the
Bavarian court. In order to achieve this he first discusses the purpose
of auricular confession, namely, to console the penitents, and, sec-
ondly, demonstrates that despite appearances the Jesuits were hesi-
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tant to gain political predominance by close connection with social
elites. Lederer then elucidates the rigid implementation of the duty of
expiation and the penalties for offences. In this context, he points out
a specificity of Bavarian history. In the course of the seventeenth cen-
tury regional and local bureaucracies were enlarged all over Bavaria
and the administrative grip on the country intensified. As a result, we
now have a vast quantity of sources from this period. This situation
changed markedly in the eighteenth century because of the vicissi-
tudes of Bavarian history during that era. The whole study, therefore,
demonstrates to what extent the availability of sources, historical
assessments, and comparisons of diabolical phenomena in the pre-
modern period depend on the existence of the administrative struc-
tures that registered these phenomena.

The next chapter, ‘Bavaria Sancta’, focuses on the experience of
psychic crises by individuals as illustrated by the use made of holy
places in Bavaria. Thus Lederer depicts the selective patronage of
holy cults (especially of Mary) and pilgrimages by the Wittelsbach
dynasty. Particularly illuminating are the passages about the blood
pacts with the Virgin Mary which Maximilian I and Ferdinand Maria
signed in the pilgrimage church of Altötting, one of the most popu-
lar holy places in the seventeenth century. Surviving miracle books
also tell us something about the use made of holy places by ordinary
people and the suffering of those searching for comfort. Further more,
as Lederer shows, news about the effectiveness of holy places and
relics spread rapidly through Bavaria. Rumours and stories about
people who had been healed contributed to the increasing knowl-
edge of spiritual physic as did a number of publications. One miracle
book, for example, written by the convert Martin Eisengrein and
published in 1571 with frequent reprints, ‘located the Chapel of our
Lady of Altötting at the geographic heart of a devotional coven ant,
safeguarding faithful Bavarians from invading pagans and natural
catastrophes’ (p. 106). The miracle book of the St Anastasia shrine in
Benediktbeuern, which survives as a manuscript, listed 1,099 visits
for the period between 1657 and 1668, thus indicating the high
demand for solace and spiritual physic. It also documents the sym-
bolic meaning of the shrine in Benediktbeuern as the ‘Bavarian
Beacon’ or the ‘Bayerischer Pharos’, as Aemilian Biechler called it in
1663. Incidentally, the miracle book of Benediktbeuern is among the
main sources for this study, since besides purely ‘biographic infor-
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mation on the sufferers, [it lists] their symptoms, attempted cures,
results and votive offerings’ (p. 121). The different forms of inner suf-
fering are more widely discussed in the fourth chapter (‘Spiritual
Afflictions’). Here Lederer points out that it was mainly simple men-
tal disorders and heartsickness which afflicted the people and made
them seek advice, attendance, and consolation. However, the existing
secondary literature often ignores these conditions, focusing instead
on more fashionable subjects such as melancholy, obsession, and
dementia. 

The next two chapters, ‘The Decline of Religious Madness’ and
‘Confinement and its Vicissitudes’, chart the rise of a secular defence
of insanity and the decline of religious notions of inner suffering as
the result of ‘reason of state policies’ and the influence of the Aulic
Council in Munich as well as regional and local administrations.
Ironically, the Jesuits also played an important role in this process
because they effectively demanded rational arguments when they
were involved in the diagnosis of supposed cases of mental illness.
Even at the height of the confessional age, under the reign of
Maximilian I, the Aulic Council maintained a sceptical attitude in the
face of rising numbers of exorcisms, which at that time were regard-
ed as a church abuse. Despite this prevalent scepticism among sec-
tions of the elite, Rosina Blökhl-Huber, for example, a carpenter’s
wife, managed to rise to the position of ‘ghost-buster extraordinaire’
with the help of official protection (pp. 223–6). Lederer’s study draws
on her story and other cases at length in order to illustrate the histo-
ry of spiritual physic and to provide insights into the mental mecha-
nisms at work in the early modern world.

The theme of growing doubts about religious definitions of men-
tal health is further explored in the discussion of patterns of demon-
ic possession, witch-hunting, and suicide during the Little Ice Age
(ch. 6). As Lederer argues, the fact that an increase in these phenom-
ena coincided with the rise of a more rationalist concept of insanity
was not accidental: both developments showed remarkable parallels,
as the example of suicides illustrates. Because the ‘burial of a suicide
in hallowed ground represented a casus belli in the popular mind’ (p.
244), some communities rose up and took arms in revolts to prevent
such burials. Nonetheless, among the 300 reported suicides between
1611 and 1670, ‘stille Begräbnisse’ (silent funerals, that is, burials
without the pealing of bells and in secluded places) in cases of unin-
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tentional suicide or diminished capacity (non compos mentis) were the
rule. From 1668 the agreement between the Bavarian elector and the
church authorities even obliged the authorities to examine the state
of mind of the suicide before a decision on the burial was taken. As
these findings indicate, the rise of insanity as a defence was based
firstly on elite reactions to popular prejudices, and secondly on a
trend towards rationalized procedures and greater leniency in the
decisions of the electoral Aulic Council.

In the remainder of this chapter Lederer debunks the narrative of
the ‘great confinement’ (Michel Foucault) as an ideology of the early
modern state and a claim which had only a slight chance of ever
being put into practice during the early modern period. Political
benchmarks for the territorial state in dealing with mad or possessed
people crystallized because of the perceived threat to the social order
as a result of individual disharmonies. Lederer describes in detail the
structural limits of the pre-modern Bavarian state that prevented the
effective treatment of sufferers and insane people. In this respect, the
findings of both Lederer’s and my own ongoing research on early
modern Saxony correspond, so that a common pattern emerges. A
comparison with Protestant areas is indeed particularly promising
since it raises the further question of whether or not Protestants
lacked certain options of spiritual physic that Catholic societies had
at their disposal. If the former was the case, it must be asked what
alternatives to spiritual physic existed.

In his conclusion, Lederer summarizes his findings and discusses
the ‘Legacy of Spiritual Physic’. He clearly states that ‘the end of the
ancien régime and the foundation of a Bavarian insane asylum [on 1
July 1803] did not spell the end of spiritual physic’ (p. 306) and that
‘the history of madness in early modern Bavaria is a prime example
of the political and social forces at work in mental health care’ (p.
283). After reading his book, one is bound to agree with this state-
ment. Madness, Religion and the State is a well researched historical
study and will henceforth count as a standard work on early modern
health care and spiritual physic.

ALEXANDER KÄSTNER is a Research Assistant at the Technical
University of Dresden. He specializes in the history of crime and sui-
cide in the early modern period. At present he is completing his doc-
toral thesis on suicide in the Electorate of Saxony.
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